PROGRAM AGENDA

REGISTRATION 8:00-9:00

OPENING AND WELCOME REMARKS 9:00-9:15
  • Academic Vice Chancellor of the University
  • Representative from PGA Organizers

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROGRAM 9:15-9:25

TEA BREAK/PROCEED TO VENUE OF INTRA-REGIONAL SESSIONS 9:25-9:45

INTRA-REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS 9:45-13:00
  Themes of the Discussion:
  a. Criminalization of Migration (9:45-11:20)
  b. Returns (11:20-13:00)

LUNCH 13:00-14:00

CONTINUATION OF THE INTRA-REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS 14:00-15:35

Themes of the Discussion:
  c. Labour Migration

TEA BREAK/PROCEED BACK TO PLENARY HALL 15:35-15:50

PLENARY SESSION 15:50-17:00

Resource Speaker: Mayor of Quito
Moderator:
WAYS FORWARD 17:00-17:30

CLOSING SESSION 17:30-18:00
  • Mayor of Quito (TBC)
  • Representative from PGA

WOMEN’S CAUCUS (WIMN) 18:00 onwards

Venue: CENTRO OFTALMOLOGICO DE LA FUNDACION VISTA PARA TODOS, QUITO
Avenida 6 de Diciembre N21-231 entre Carrion y Roca

with the support of Friedrich Ebert Stiftung